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[Traditional Greetings]

[Acknowledgements]

As I said in my language I thank the indigenous peoples of this territory Tsuu Tina – Treaty seven territory 
(Chief Sandford Bigplume).  This is central to who we are as indigenous peoples

I also express my thanks to the Calgary Chamber of Commerce for inviting me here, and to Mr. Steve 
Williams (President and COO of Suncor Energy) for the kind introduction.   

I am honoured to be here to be part of your important series -“Aboriginal Business Connections”.  

Making connections and better understanding one another is key to good business.  

And it is absolutely key to unleashing the tremendous economic potential of First Nations.

Today I want to share with you our vision of how we can and must work together to further economic 
opportunity based on the solid foundation of a renewed relationship.

You see our collective ancestors – all of us both Indigenous and non-Indigenous actually got this right – 
right here in this territory and right across the country centuries ago. 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 build on decades of Treaty making in the East, codified the Crown’s 
obligations and established Treaty making as an essential requirement for obtaining access to our lands, 
to our resources. 

When the federal government wanted to build the railway – Treaty was needed first.  Treaty Seven 
signed in 1877 continues to this day to be the basis of the relationship in this territory– a relationship that 
must be re-invigorated and renewed as the source of both our collective history AND OUR FUTURE.   

Just over one month ago First Nation leaders from across this country met with Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper and Governor General David Johnston under the premise of renewing the relationship between 
First Nations and the Crown. This was an important first step.

Our work to achieve change requires us to work together to find solutions.  Achieving full engagement 
and forging understanding is our standard of how we do can and must do business together.  
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The priority for First Nations right across the country- is that we must – in this generation – do the work 
now to achieve this change.  This is required to meet our mutual interests and to achieve mutual success.  
And this, I feel, is an economic imperative for us all. 

While Canada consistently ranks within the top five on the UN indexes, First Nations are well below 
ranking among developing and third world nations.  

We’ve become numb to the statistics – the tragic tale of an infant mortality rate twice as high as 
Canadian averages, rates of TB 30 times higher, an education gap that will take over two decades to 
close and a reality that our kids are more likely to end up in jail than to graduate from high school.

Many of you no doubt saw media coverage of the reality in Attawapiskat First Nation – a community 
in the remote north of Ontario severely challenged by lack of adequate housing.  Sadly, this is NOT 
an isolated case.  Of the 633 First Nations in Canada, there are over 150 First Nations facing serious 
structural challenges – difficulty meeting basic human needs in their communities.    

The challenges are urgent and they can seem overwhelming.  

Indeed, we have a lot of work to do.  But rather than repeating the problems – we must rather focus on 
steps toward solutions and the role that all of us have to play.  

All of Canada has a tremendous and shared stake in turning this around.  Working together, respecting 
one another and supporting one another makes strong economic sense today as it did, in the time of 
Treaty. Let me explain and set out what I see as needed to do this work together.

 We’ve encouraged all of Parliament to work with us, and more and more Canadians are joining our 
efforts. Just this week, we achieved another symbolic milestone.  

Inspired by the advocacy of a young girl – Shannen Koostachin – from non-other than Attawapiskat, 
Parliament has now adopted by consensus a motion guaranteeing our children equitable education.  

Through advancing Shannen’s dream and a broad call to action, governments of all stripes and 
jurisdictions have taken a hard look and have agreed – this must change. 

These are constructive moves that must be followed by commitment and action. 

Building understanding and awareness is essential to overcome the misconceptions that have too often led 
to conflict in the past.
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I’d like to set out for you a path of cooperation as opposed to conflict, and to envision a future of 
mutually supportive commitments to economic development and governance.

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples compels both states and Indigenous 
peoples to work together in mutual partnership and respect.  It also sets out the standard of free, prior 
and informed consent.  

Canada and other states have said they want to constrict this standard – saying that it is an impossible 
threshold, too close to a ‘veto’ and therefore unacceptable.  But I suggest to you that this too is a 
misconception – “Free, prior and informed consent” can work.  In fact it can be the basis of simple, 
common sense – good business.  By engaging with our Nations upfront, understandings can be forged 
and trust developed and earned. This in turn creates the conditions for mutual and sustained benefit as 
opposed to perpetual conflict.  

When free, prior and informed consent is addressed it provides the necessary certainty for economic 
development to flourish supporting First Nation interests and those of our partners from industry.
This new path provides an avenue for developing mutual understanding. 

It requires us to work with federal and provincial governments to review and revamp regulatory systems.  
It is a useful and appropriate tool for defining and regulating contractual relationships. It can guide 
resource development projects to ensure an open, ongoing and equitable relationship between business, 
First Nations and government parties. This understanding can represent the start of discussions and a 
powerful means to build the confidence of First Nations and to create successful, mutually beneficial 
projects.

Put simply – it is about building relationships; it is about respect … it requires discussion early and 
discussion often. And clearly – it just makes sense. 

From oil and gas to wind and solar, First Nations are participating in, and even leading the development 
of new opportunities for our peoples.

That path of recognition and co-operation is driving dozens of projects in mining and forestry, from 
northern BC, Alberta, to the Ring of Fire in Ontario and to northern Quebec. 

Success requires that we take the time to build relationships right up front.  

Success cannot be achieved when it is merely a back-end legal imperative of consultation that brings First 
Nations into the conversation.  Often this only leads to confrontation as it the only avenue open to First 
Nations.
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Our Nations are value-based and we have always placed the highest importance on relationships.  This is 
what the Treaties were all about.  We can and must learn from Treaty and set relationship building as the 
key goal of all interaction.  This is our new standard and it is absolutely key to achieving success.

We can move from poverty to prosperity in ways that are responsible, sustainable, respectful of our rights 
and mutually beneficial to all parties.

This is one of the main reasons why the AFN held the highly successful International Indigenous Summit 
on Energy and Mining in June in Niagara Falls. We co-hosted the Summit with the National Congress 
of American Indians. Together we are charting a path for tribally-driven development of Indigenous 
resources on Indigenous territory in North America where the Indigenous nations are ready, willing and 
have a central role. We unanimously confirmed our commitment to build indigenous capacity to negotiate 
the terms of energy development.

Based on the dialogue at this event, the AFN and the NCAI are working to foster Indigenous participation 
in all aspects of energy and mineral development on Indigenous lands in a way that works for us, our 
nations, the environment and our economies.

These are the first important steps in the transformation that I see as essential.

Essential for indigenous rights and survival;

Essential to create a path of mutual respect and cooperation, as opposed to perpetual conflict;

And essential to generate mutually beneficial outcomes – building indigenous economies and playing an 
increasingly important role in the broader Canadian and North America economies. 
 
We must not stoke the fires of conflict and division but light the fires of peace and friendship. We need to 
engage in dialogue about economic potential in our territories and the potential to yield benefit for all of 
the surrounding communities. 

Following this new path will affirm and strengthen First Nations, reduce conflict, and allow us to build a 
stronger, more prosperous, fair and just country for all every one.

Our work together is to get on with the business of implementation – not denial. 

Our Nations and our young leaders have growing confidence, determination and conviction to deliver a 
better day for our peoples.   
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Our Nations stand directly in the path of tremendous resource development potential. Just as in the days 
of the fur trade, our Nations are once again an important part of the landscape to succeed.  Partnership 
and alliance will produce mutual benefit and will strengthen the Canadian economy overall.

I see right now as a true moment of reckoning where what was once wrongly referred to as the “Indian 
problem” must now be turned on its head as maximizing our “indigenous potential”.  

Studies show that if we close the education and employment gap between First Nations and other 
Canadians, First Nation workers would add $400 Billion to Canada’s GDP by 2026 and Canada would 
save $115 billion in government expenditures.  

Our collective future is one where we share an understanding of the need for First Nations to be full 
participants in designing a collective future – for our communities and the country as a whole.  

First Nations have a great deal to offer the business community and we must change the way we engage 
each other to fulfill the true economic potential of the natural resources in this country. 

As stewards of the land, we have specific responsibilities, and we will uphold those for our communities 
now and into the future.  

You see, these lands and resources are first and foremost our homes.  They have sustained us for 
centuries – our economies have evolved and adapted and will continue to do so – but this is the 
fundamental point – development must respect the need to sustain our economies and to create new 
opportunity directly in cooperation with us. 
 
We have no interest in our rights and claims being tied up in endless, costly negotiation and litigation – 
this wastes all of our time and potential.  Based on clear recognition of our rights – First Nations can and 
must be full partners in the pursuit of economic opportunity. 

This is path – the only path – to clear and mutual wins for business and for First Nations.

There are a growing number of effective partnerships between First Nations and industry – from the 
Crees in northern Quebec to First Nations in northern BC – who are involved in a number of major energy 
and mining projects.

One of the outcomes from our Summit is the proposed established of an Indigenous Virtual Resource 
Centre on Energy and Mining. Such a resource centre would provide information on issues from duty to 
consult and resource revenue sharing to where to find financing in order to be partners or full owners in 
major projects.   
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We would hope that such a Resource Centre, along with the continued education of both government and 
industry, would result in more success stories. 

It could also play a role in preventing conflict and current difficulties such as those faced by the Alberta 
First Nations Energy Centre, and the violations experienced by the Athabasca Chipewyan, and far too 
many other First Nation and Indigenous communities in Canada and around the world.

Through respectful relationships, First Nations can play a significant role in growing Alberta’s economy 
and Canada’s economy. 

In fact a failure on our part to advance this work will only continue to drag down economic potential and 
threaten Canada’s competiveness.  

With a shortage of skilled labour at a time when our populations across many of these regions are 
dramatically undereducated and underemployed – it is not difficult to see both the urgent problem and 
the clear solution.  

Investing in our communities, in our children and in our economy over the long term makes sense for First 
Nations and it makes sense for Canada. 

Our contribution goes beyond resource sectors to green energy and new technology as well as 
agriculture. In fact, First Nation Grain Management Limited, based in Hobbema, opened a trade office in 
China last October. I was happy to be there with Chief Victor Buffalo during our Trade Mission to China.

I think Chief Buffalo summed it up perfectly when he said:

“Like many other First Nations, we have seen much of our lands and much of our resources within 
our territories developed without our input or consent. First Nation Grain Management has a 
different vision – a vision of how we see our lands and agricultural resources protected, managed 
and utilized now and into the future.”

 
This is truly an important time for Indigenous peoples around the globe—a time where our rights and 
responsibilities are front and center and our survival and prosperity, closely linked to that of the global 
environment and economy, are on the line.  

Canada has been a leader in the past forging alliance where other nations sought to merely enslave and 
annihilate.  
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Canada prides itself on human rights and a democratic tradition.  Canada must do and can do better in 
its relations with Indigenous peoples.  

We must move from denial to recognition, respect and implementation of Treaty.  We are all in 
this together.  Strong First Nations make for a strong Canada.  I encourage all of you to join in our 
determined effort to reset and renew the best of this country – a heritage of partnership and of Treaty.  
In closing let me just sum up that I believe Canada needs a new story.  Canada is more than two founding 
nations.  Canada is more than a cultural mosaic.  Canada is more than a nation of immigrants.  Canada is 
built on a proud heritage of strong, vibrant Indigenous Nations.  

Our new story is actually a very old one.  A story of proud nations with an abiding respect for the 
environment, of trade, and alliances of governing systems that respect the rights of all.  Our new story 
pushes away once and for all the failed attempts at assimilation and the outrageous denial of the 
existence and rights of indigenous peoples.  

Our new story re-captures the dreams of all of our ancestors.  The dreams of the two row wampum –  
of canoes travelling side by side, the dreams of the original treaties of peace and friendship and 
the dreams of the explorers from Europe who imagined a different kind of society of respect and 
partnership.  

We have the tools, we have the energy … now is our time to live this new story TOGETHER. 


